New Acquisitions for February 2020

E92 .F52 2019
Title: First nations? Second thoughts / Tom Flanagan.
Subject: Indians of North America--Canada—Government relations.
Subject: Indigenous peoples--Canada--Government relations.
Subject: Indigenous peoples--Legal status, laws, etc.--Canada.

JC571 .S552 2020
Title: Between desire and reason : rights discourse at the crossroads / Fernando Simón-Yarza.
Subject: Human rights--Philosophy.

JX18 .H33 2017
Title: Hague yearbook of international law = Annuaire de la Haye de droit international.
Publication info: Dordrecht : M. Nijhoff ; Norwell, MA : Sold and distributed in the U.S.A. and Canada by Kluwer, c1988-
Subject: International law--Periodicals.

JX5428 .G56 v.2Z(XXX.40) - 2Z(XXX.42)
Publication info: Nijmegen, The Netherlands : Global Law Association, 1997-
Subject: War crimes.
Subject: War crime trials.
Subject: Genocide.

K559 .C67 2019
Title: Modern law and otherness : the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion in comparative legal thought / Veronica Corcodel.
Subject: Comparative law--Social aspects.
Subject: Eurocentrism.
Subject: Law--Western countries.
Title: Market manipulation and insider trading: regulatory challenges in the United States of America, the European Union and the United Kingdom / Ester Herlin-Karnell and Nicholas Ryder.
Subject: Financial services industry--Law and legislation.
Subject: Financial services industry--Corrupt practices.
Subject: Global Financial Crisis, 2008-2009.

Title: Specifying and securing a social minimum in the battle against poverty / Toomas Kotkas, Ingrid Leijten, Frans Pennings.
Subject: Public welfare--Law and legislation--Congresses.
Subject: Basic needs--Law and legislation--Congresses.

Title: Intersectional discrimination / Shreya Atrey.
Subject: Discrimination--Law and legislation.
Subject: Intersectionality (Sociology)

Title: Indigenous peoples, consent and rights: troubling subjects / Stephen Young.
Subject: Indigenous peoples--Civil rights.
Subject: Indigenous peoples--Legal status, laws, etc.
Subject: Human rights.
Series: Indigenous peoples and the law (Routledge)

Title: Data protection and privacy: data protection and democracy / [edited by] Ronald Leenes, Dara Hallinan, Serge Gutwirth, Paul De Hert.
Subject: Data protection--Law and legislation--Congresses.
Subject: Privacy, Right of--Congresses.
Series: Computers, privacy and data protection; volume 12.
Title: The political foundations of judicial independence in dictatorship and democracy / Brad Epperly.
Subject: Judicial independence.
Subject: Judicial power.
Subject: Justice, Administration of--Political aspects.

Subject: Environmental law, International.

Title: Credit and creed : a critical legal theory of money / Andreas Rahmatian.
Subject: Money--Law and legislation.
Series: Routledge research in finance and banking law.

Subject: Law--Social aspects--England--History.
Subject: Law--Great Britain--History.
Subject: Sociological jurisprudence--History.

Title: Legal writing and research manual / Philip W. Whitehead, B.Sc., LL.B. (Dal.) and Anne Matthewman, Chief Law Librarian, Legal Research Instructor, Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University ; founding authors John A. Yegis, Q.C., Professor of Law, Dalhousie University and Innis M. Christie, Q.C., Former Dean and Professor of Law, Dalhousie University.
Subject: Legal research--Canada.
Subject: Legal composition.
Subject: Citation of legal authorities--Canada.
Location: Reserves
**KE1485 .A64 A78 2019**

**Title:** Annual review of insolvency law.
**Publication info:** Toronto : Thomson Carswell, c2004-
**Subject:** Bankruptcy--Canada.

**KE4454 .C36 2020**

**Title:** Canadian immigration & refugee law practice / Lorne Waldman.
**Publication info:** Markham, Ont. : LexisNexis Butterworths, 2005-
**Subject:** Emigration and immigration law--Canada--Periodicals.
**Subject:** Refugees--Legal status, laws, etc.--Canada--Periodicals.
**Location:** Reserves

**KE5759 .K75 2019 v.1**

**Title:** Fundamentals of canadian income tax / Vern Krishna.
**Edition:** Second edition.
**Publication info:** Toronto: Thomson Reuters, c2019-
**Subject:** Income tax--Law and legislation--Canada.
**Location:** Reserves

**KE7709 .J64 2019**

**Title:** Peace and good order : the case for Indigenous justice in Canada / Harold R. Johnson.
**Publication info:** Toronto : McClelland & Stewart, 2019.
**Subject:** Indians of North America--Legal status, laws, etc.--Canada.
**Subject:** Criminal justice, Administration of--Canada.

**KE8804.5 .C519 M37 2020 2nd Suppl.**

**Title:** Martin's annual Criminal code.
**Publication info:** Toronto : Canada Law Book, 1955-
**Subject:** Criminal law--Canada.
**Subject:** Criminal procedure--Canada.
**Location:** Reserves

**KEQ454 .R45 2019**

**Title:** Wounded feelings : litigating emotions in Quebec, 1870-1950 / Eric H. Reiter.
**Publication info:** Toronto ; Buffalo ; London : Published for the Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History by University of Toronto Press, 2019.
**Subject:** Personal injuries--Québec (Province)--History--19th century.
**Subject:** Liability for emotional distress—Québec (Province)--History--19th century.
**Subject:** Personal injuries--Québec (Province)--History--20th century.
**Series:** Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History.
Title: United States v. Apple: competition in America / Chris Sagers.
Subject: Price fixing--United States.
Subject: Restraint of trade--United States.
Subject: Antitrust law--United States.

Title: Intellectual property and information rights for librarians / John Schlipp.
Subject: Intellectual property--United States.
Subject: Librarians--United States--Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title: Constitutional analysis in a nutshell / Thomas E. Baker.
Subject: Constitutional law--United States.
Series: Nutshell.

Title: Reconsidering judicial finality: why the Supreme Court is not the last word on the Constitution / Louis Fisher.
Subject: Constitutional law--United States.
Subject: Judicial power--United States.
Subject: Political questions and judicial power--United States.

Title: McCormick on evidence / by Robert P. Mosteller, general editor; contributing authors, Kenneth S. Broun, George E. Dix, Edward J. Imwinkelried, David H. Kaye, Eleanor Swift.
Subject: Evidence (Law)--United States.
Series: Practitioner treatise.
Location: Reserves

Title: EU law: text, cases, and materials / Paul Craig and Gráinne de Búrca.
Subject: Law--European Union countries.
Subject: Law--European Union countries--Cases.
**KJE958 .E977 2019**


Subject: Law--European Union countries.

**KJE5170 .A432004 G85 2019**

**Title:** The EU citizenship directive : a commentary / Elspeth Guild, Steve Peers, Jonathan Tomkin.


Subject: Freedom of movement--European Union countries.
Subject: Citizenship--European Union countries.

**KNQ3405 .Z483 2019**

**Title:** China's implementation of the rulings of the World Trade Organization / Weihuan Zhou.


Subject: Foreign trade regulation--China.
Subject: Dispute resolution (Law)--China.
Subject: International commercial arbitration.
Series Added Entry-Uniform Title: China and international economic law.

**KNQ4610 .N47 2018**

**Title:** Procedural justice and the fair trial in contemporary Chinese criminal justice / by Elisa Nesossi and Susan Trevaskes.


Subject: Criminal procedure--China.
Subject: Criminal justice, Administration of--China.
Subject: Fair trial--China.
Series: Governance and public policy in China.
Series: Brill research perspectives.

**KZ1304 .W93 2020**

**Title:** Intertemporal linguistics in international law : beyond contemporaneous and evolutionary treaty interpretation / Julian Wyatt.


Subject: Treaties--Interpretation and construction.
Subject: Treaties--Language.
Subject: Historical linguistics.
Series: Routledge studies in international law ; 74.
Title: Geographical change and the law of the sea / Kate Purcell.
Subject: Law of the sea.
Subject: Maritime law.
Series: Oxford monographs in international law.

Title: Edited versions of selected papers from the International Conference on "Logic, Informatics, Law," Florence, Italy, April 1981.
Subject: Artificial intelligence--Congresses.
Subject: Information storage and retrieval systems--Law--Congresses.
Subject: Law--Decision making--Congresses.